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Abstract. The work describes the structure of the interface used for saving data in a serial EEPROM memory. A microcontroller equipped development system is used for managing the memory, the real-time clock, various sensors and transducers. The acquired data is concatenated and stored in an EEPROM memory chip similar to a database, as records. The program that was written includes commands for displaying the database, substituting data in the database records, transferring the database from the EEPROM to a personal computer using an asynchronous serial interface, deleting records from the database, defining the database structure. Other commands are also available in order to perform basic EEPROM operations, such as: displaying, substituting, loading, moving, deleting, receiving/transmitting data blocks and so on.
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1. Introduction

The user application processes manage various parameters that alter in time, collected from digital or analogue inputs and outputs, but also from the signals acquired from sensors, transducers and other circuits of the system. All this data is usually loaded into a volatile memory and therefore is lost when the
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power supply of the system is shut down. In order to eliminate this downside, but also in order to maintain and access the history of the data acquired, the use of a non-volatile memory is recommended, able to store all the process parameters values that change in time. Serial EEPROM memory chips are preferable, since they have a medium storage capacity, they can be written and deleted while connected in the system’s circuitry, they have a reduced number of external connections and a simple interface. However, they do have a slightly longer command cycle.

An application system equipped with an ATMEL family microcontroller is used for the implementation of an user process that monitors in real-time various parameters. The basic structure of this system is shown in Fig. 1; the notations used have the following meanings: AS_μC – application system equipped with microcontroller; SEM – serial EEPROM memory; RTC – real time clock; DDC – data display console; DI – digital inputs; DO – digital outputs; AI – analogue inputs; AO – analogue output; ADC – analogue-digital converter; DAC – digital-analogue converter; STC – sensors, transducers and other circuits; RS232_SI – RS232 serial interface; PC – personal computer.

This work covers the serial EEPROM memory management. Subsequent papers will deal with sensors and real-time clock monitoring, various digital and analogue signals acquisition etc.

2. EEPROM Memory

The EEPROM circuits (Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory) are in fact non-volatile memory chips used for storing data in computers, electronic equipment, microprocessor and microcontroller systems. The most important feature of these memory chips is that the data stored is not lost when the power shuts down. Basically, these memory chips consist of a cell matrix, each cell consisting of a pair of transistors separated by a thin layer of insulating oxide. These memory chips can be repeatedly erased and written while connected in the actual circuit, by applying a higher voltage internally generated.
The command of the EEPROM memory circuits is made through a serial or a parallel interface. The most used serial interfaces are: \( \text{I}^2\text{C}, \text{SPI}, \) Microwire, UNI/0 and 1-Wire. They use between one and four command and control signals, with distinct sets of instructions, in order to perform various functions. This work analyses the EEPROM memory circuits with \( \text{I}^2\text{C} \) serial interface.

Their main features are: powered from a single source of continuous voltage ranging from 1.7 V to 5.5 V for AA and FC series and 2.5 V to 5.5 V for LC series respectively; built in low power CMOS technology; \( \text{I}^2\text{C} \) compatible serial interface; up to three address lines allowing to cascade up to 8 circuits on a bus; noise reduction based on trigger Schmitt inputs; output slope control to eliminate ground balance; automatically timed data write cycle, including memory locations erasure; operation modes: normal, fast and fast plus, using clock frequencies of 100 KHz, 400 KHz and 1 MHz respectively, thus allowing a data transfer rate of 100 Kbps, 400 Kbps and 1 Mbps respectively; data writing buffers in memory pages of up to 128 bytes, depending on the memory circuits capacity; writing a memory page takes up to 5 ms; hardware write protected; more than 1,000,000 write/erase cycles supported; over 200 years data retention period without power; factory programming available; packaged in 8-terminal capsules PDIP, SOIC, TSSOP, MSOP, DFN and in 5-terminal capsules SOT-23; operating temperature ranges for commercial, industrial and automotive standards.

Serial EEPROM memory chips are manufactured, for example, by Microchip Technology in a capacity range from 128 bits to 1 MBits (Table 1) and are organized in 8-bit words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory circuit</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24xx 00</td>
<td>128 bits</td>
<td>16 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24xx 01</td>
<td>1 Kbit</td>
<td>128 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24xx 02</td>
<td>2 Kbits</td>
<td>256 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24xx 04</td>
<td>4 Kbits</td>
<td>512 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24xx 08</td>
<td>8 Kbits</td>
<td>1 Kbyte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24xx 16</td>
<td>16 Kbits</td>
<td>2 Kbytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24xx 32</td>
<td>32 Kbits</td>
<td>4 Kbytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24xx 64</td>
<td>64 Kbits</td>
<td>8 Kbytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24xx 128</td>
<td>128 Kbits</td>
<td>16 Kbytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24xx 256</td>
<td>256 Kbits</td>
<td>32 Kbytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24xx 512</td>
<td>512 Kbits</td>
<td>64 Kbytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24xx 1025/1026</td>
<td>1 Mbit</td>
<td>128 Kbytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* where xx is AA/LC/C/FC

The internal block schematics of a serial EEPROM memory chip is shown in Fig. 2, the notations having the following meanings: \( \text{LI/OC} \) – logical input/output control; \( \text{LMC} \) – logical memory control; \( \text{AC} \) – address counter;
XDEC, YDEC – row and column decoder; HVG – high voltage generator; EEPROM MMA – EEPROM memory matrix area; PR – page register (for writing); R/WBC – read/write buffers control; PSC – power supply circuit; POR – Power On Reset.

The logical control of the inputs/outputs manages the bi-directional data line (SDA) and the clock input (SCL) in order to set the reception of the START and STOP conditions, to receive the device selection and the memory read/write commands, to receive the address and data bytes, to send data bytes, to receive or to send acknowledge bits.

The logical memory control checks the device addressing based on the address lines $A_2A_1A_0$ and on the command sent, writes the internal address counter, selects the row and column decoder, reads the EEPROM memory, sends the read data, writes the page register, commands the high voltage generator, writes the EEPROM memory, provides all the required command and control signals for the memory area.

The power on reset blocks the execution of the memory commands when the power voltage drops below a certain minimal threshold.

3. Interfacing the Serial EEPROM Memory

The command and control of the serial EEPROM memory used initially in testing, checking and developing the application is built using a development system equipped with an ATMEL family microcontroller. Fig. 3 shows the interface used for managing the memory using port P1 of the microcontroller.

The EEPROM memory is powered from a DC supply of 3.3V, also used for several sensors and transducers used in the application. The hardware interface supplies the power from the three-point positive voltage stabilizer TS1117_3V3, that only requires decoupling capacitors (100 nF and 22 μF). The power on command (CA) is sent through an open collector buffer and a transistor $T$ (BC 556); the power on signal is active on the logical level 0 and is provided through software on the line P1.5 of the microcontroller. After powering on the memory, a short time is necessary for the $V_{CC}$ voltage to
stabilize, after which the device passes in standby mode. The consumed current does not exceed 0.4,...,1 mA for read operations, 3,...,5 mA for write operations and 1,...,5 μA when in standby, the range depending on the capacities of the different memory chips.

![Diagram of serial data transmission](image)

The bidirectional serial data line SDA, the serial clock input SCL and the write protect input WP are connected through open collector buffers to the lines of port P1 of the ATMELE microcontroller (Fig. 3). These buffers perform the logical levels translation between the microcontroller of the development system powered at +5 V and the serial EEPROM memory chip that, along with the application’s sensors and transducers, are powered at 3.3 V. The final application is managed by an application system equipped with an ATMELE microcontroller powered at 3.3 V, these buffers no longer being necessary.

4. Monitoring the EEPROM Memory

The EEPROM memory supports a bidirectional data transmission/reception protocol on a serial I²C (Inter-Integrated Circuit) with two lines. The microcontroller that manages the communication is master and provides the clock used for synchronisation, while the serial EEPROM memory is always the slave. In order to perform a write or a read operation from the memory, the microcontroller generates a command that sends the START condition, the control byte, the memory location address, then the data bytes are sent for write operations or receives the data bytes for read operations and, finally, the STOP condition is sent. A data transfer can be initiated only if the I²C bus is free, that is the data line SDA and the clock line SCL are in logical 1.

The START condition (S) consists of a falling edge on the data line SDA, while the clock line SCL is stable in logical level 1 (Fig. 4). Any data
transfer command starts with this condition. The slave devices must receive and identify any START condition in order to perform a data transfer, and must not execute any command in the absence of this condition.

![Diagram](image)

The STOP condition ($P$) consists of a rising edge on the data line SDA, while clock line SCL is stable in logical level 1 (Fig. 4). This condition ends the communication between the slave memory and the master microcontroller. The condition determines the slave device to enter the standby mode after a read command, and, respectively, to initiate the internal write cycle after a write command. The data bits are modified only during logical 0 level of the clock signal and must remain stable during logical 1 level of the clock signal. The changes on the data line while the clock line is in logical 1 provide the control signals of the protocol I²C.

The data bits of a byte are transferred bit by bit between the communicating circuits (Fig. 5) and are transmitted on SDA starting with the most significant bit ($b_7$) and ending with the least significant bit ($b_0$). After sending the eight data bits of a byte, the receiving circuit acknowledges the received byte using an acknowledgement bit during the ninth clock period provided by the master. The acknowledgement bit has logical level 0.

![Diagram](image)

The slave memory confirms the reception using an acknowledgement bit (A) after each received byte. The master microcontroller acknowledges using a dedicated bit (A) after each data byte read from the memory, but this mode allows reading of the memory location with the consecutive address. As the master microcontroller no longer requires reading the next location, it concludes the read command with a not acknowledge bit $\overline{A}$, defined as logical 1 (Fig. 6).
Any command includes the following byte types: control, address and data (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Bytes</th>
<th>Byte</th>
<th>Obs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control Byte</td>
<td>$b_7$, $b_6$, $b_5$, $b_4$, $b_3$, $b_2$, $b_1$, $b_0$</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address Byte</td>
<td>$a_7$, $a_6$, $a_5$, $a_4$, $a_3$, $a_2$, $a_1$, $a_0$</td>
<td>Low address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$a_{15}$, $a_{14}$, $a_{13}$, $a_{12}$, $a_{11}$, $a_{10}$, $a_9$, $a_8$</td>
<td>High address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Byte</td>
<td>$d_7$, $d_6$, $d_5$, $d_4$, $d_3$, $d_2$, $d_1$, $d_0$</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The control byte consists of four bits ($c_7$-$c_4$) used to identify the specific circuit class, three address bits ($c_3$-$c_1$) and a bit ($c_0$) for the read/write indicator $I = R/W$.

The serial EEPROM memory circuits with I2C protocol are identified with the following bit combination: 1010.

The address bits $c_3$-$c_1 = A_2A_1A_0$, for some of the serial EEPROM memory chips with I2C protocol, manufactured by Microchip have no significance. For some circuits they are used to select a memory block of a certain capacity from the EEPROM memory area, while for other chips, they have the role to select a specific device from several connected to the I2C bus.

The read/write indicator selects the operating mode of the slave circuit: if $I = 0$, the slave receiver mode is selected, therefore data being written into the memory chip; if $I = 1$, the slave transmitter mode is selected, data being read from memory.

There is only a single address byte sent by the microcontroller for serial EEPROM memory chips with the capacity less or equal with 16 Kbits, while for memory chips with capacities equal or higher than 32 Kbits, there are two address bytes. In this latter situation, after the control byte, the address byte containing the most significant bits of the address is sent, followed by the address byte containing the least significant eight bits.

The data byte is sent by the master microcontroller for a memory write command ($I = 0$) or by the slave memory chip for a read command ($I = 1$). After any EEPROM memory location read or write operation, an automatic increment of the internal address counter is performed.
The EEPROM memory data byte write operation is performed according to these steps: the microcontroller sends the START condition, then the control byte with \( I = 0 \), the address byte, the data byte (after each sent byte, the microcontroller receives the acknowledge bit) and, in the end, the STOP condition (Fig. 7).

![Fig. 7](image-url)

The command for writing a memory page with data bytes is executed in the same manner as the previously described command, except for the fact that, after the data byte, the consecutive data bytes are sent, then in the end, the STOP condition (Fig. 8). The number of bytes written into a page must not exceed the capacity of the page register.

![Fig. 8](image-url)

The command for reading a data byte from the EEPROM memory is performed as follows: the microcontroller transmits the START condition, the control byte with \( I = 1 \) (after sending this byte, the microcontroller receives the acknowledgement bit), then the microcontroller receives the data byte sent by the memory chip from the location defined by the internal address counter. Afterwards, the microcontroller sends a not acknowledge bit and concludes the executed command by the condition STOP (Fig. 9). This last command has the drawback of not allowing the reading of an EEPROM memory location from any address.

![Fig. 9](image-url)
The command used to eliminate this drawback, allowing the random read for a data byte from any memory location is performed using the following steps: the microcontroller sends the START condition, the control byte with \( I = 0 \) and the address byte. These steps write the internal address counter with the required value. Then the same steps are performed as in the reading a data byte previous command, starting with the retransmission of the START condition, followed by all the others (Fig. 10).

![Fig. 10](image)

The command for sequential reading of a data block from the EEPROM memory is performed similarly as the last two commands, except the fact that, after the microcontroller receives the data byte, it sends the acknowledgement bit \( (A = 0) \), then it receives the next data bytes from consecutive memory addresses. In the end, the microcontroller sends a not acknowledgement bit \( (\bar{A} = 1) \) and closes the command with a STOP condition (Fig. 11).

![Fig. 11](image)

The serial EEPROM memory management program is based on a series of elementary program sequences performing the following functions: \( \text{TxsS} \) – transmits the START condition; \( \text{TxP} \) - transmits the STOP condition; \( \text{TxCBN0} \) – transmits the control byte with address \( A_2A_1A_0 = N \) and indicator bit \( I = 0 \), for memory write; \( \text{TxCBN1} \) – transmits the control byte with address \( A_2A_1A_0 = N \) and indicator bit \( I = 1 \), for memory read; \( \text{RxA} \) – receives the acknowledgement bit to the memory chip; \( \text{TxA} \) – transmits the acknowledgement bit to the memory chip; \( \text{TxNA} \) – transmits the not acknowledgement bit to the memory chip; \( \text{TxAB} \) – transmits the byte with the memory location address; for some memory types, \( A_2A_1A_0 \) is loaded with the most significant bits of the address; for memories with capacity higher or equal to 32 Kbits, two address bytes are sent; \( \text{TxDB} \) – sends the data byte for memory write operation; \( \text{RxDB} \) – receives the data byte read from the memory.
Using these basic program sequences, a few essential subroutines were written, that are dealing with: WRB – write a data byte into the memory, at a certain address; WRP – write a page of data into the memory, at a certain address; WRBD – write a data block into the memory, at a certain address (the block consists of several pages); RDB – read from the memory a data byte from the current address of the internal address counter; RDBR – read from the memory a data byte from any random address; RDBD – read from the memory a data block starting from the current address of the internal address counter; RDBDR – read from the memory a data block starting from any random address.

These subroutines are used in the user application program for reading and writing data from/to the EEPROM memory.

A data table is defined in the program memory, including all the specifications of the EEPROM memory chips from the family (capacity, number of address bytes, number of address bits, number of bytes in the write buffer, clock frequency, write time etc.).

The data acquired from sensors, digital or analogue inputs/outputs, including the real time clock, are concatenated and stored unprocessed into the memory, as records.

If the application system is connected to a console or a personal computer through the asynchronous serial interface, then user commands are available, offering more features.

The commands implemented through software for managing the serial EEPROM memory are described concisely below. Any command is concluded using terminator RETURN (\n), while between the parameters, the separator BLANK (\_) is used. Some of the commands use the same BLANK separator in order to enumerate the following byte, data block, record etc. while separator COMMA (\,) is used to enumerate the previous element.

A. Display the list of available commands.

B. Set the baud rate of the serial asynchronous communication of the UART interface (one of the standard values between 150 bps and 19,200 bps).

C. Delete all the numeric values from the all database stored into the EEPROM memory; all the corresponding memory locations are filled with 0FFH.

C p1_p2.

Delete all the numeric values of the variables from the database, starting from record p1 until record p2; the command also compacts the database if necessary.

DB p1.

Display on the console the contents of an EEPROM memory block from address p1 until address p1 + 80H; on each console row it is displayed in brackets the address of the memory location, followed by the contents in hexadecimal of the 16 consecutive memory locations.
DI p1_
Display on the console eight records from the database stored in the EEPROM memory, starting with record p1; each record is displayed on a new row and consists of printing all the names and hexadecimal values of variables in the record.

DT p1_
Display on eight rows on the console a text consisting of the characters corresponding to the ASCII codes stored in the EEPROM memory starting from address p1; the displays continues, waits or is stopped by pressing the keys C, A and O respectively on the system’s keyboard.

E_
Set the EEPROM memory type used in the application.

F p1_p2_p3.
Fill the EEPROM memory area starting from address p1 until address p2 with the hexadecimal data p3.

L.
Load the database from the EEPROM memory, converted into a TAB delimited text file, into a personal computer; the hexadecimal values are converted into corresponding ASCII characters, TAB delimiters (09H) are inserted between the numeric values of the variables and, after each record, there are inserted the codes CR and LF (0DH and 0AH).

L p1_p2.
Load the database converted into a text file, from record p1 to record p2, into a personal computer.

M p1_p2_p3.
Move the EEPROM memory area starting from address p1 until address p2 into the memory area starting with address p3.

P.
Sets the write protect of the EEPROM memory.

R p1_p2.
Receive from a personal computer a data block that is loaded into the EEPROM memory starting from address p1 until address p2.

S_
Define the structure of the database; an information message is inserted, that includes: the number of variables and, for each variable, the number of bits and the name of the variable, consisting of maximum four ASCII codes.

SB p1_
Display and/or substitute the contents of the EEPROM memory locations starting from address p1; the address of the memory location is displayed in brackets, then its contents; the user can input a new value or can just continue the command with no alteration to the memory contents.

SI p1_
Display and/or substitute the numeric values of the variables starting from record p1; the name of the variable is displayed, then its contents; the user can
input a new value or can just continue the command with no alteration to the variable value.

**ST p1**
Substitute the contents of the EEPROM memory locations starting from address p1 with the ASCII codes of the keys pressed; the command ends when CTRL+P is pressed.

**T p1_p2.**
Transmit a data block from the EEPROM memory starting from address p1 until address p2 to a personal computer.

**V.**
Connect/disconnect the power supply $V_{CC}$ used to power on the serial EEPROM memory and the sensors of the application.

5. Conclusions

The hardware structure described was implemented in practice. It consists of the serial EEPROM memory requiring a minimal amount of external components, along with digital sensors (temperature, pressure, humidity etc.), a hardware real-time clock and a development system equipped with AT89S8253 microcontroller.

The command program is based on a few subroutines that allow writing and reading a byte or a data block starting from any address in the memory. These subroutines access a data table allowing them to be used for the management of any serial EEPROM memory chip from the same manufacturer, with various capacities.

The EEPROM memory is used as storage for a database-like structure consisting of records including the numeric values corresponding to the parameters acquired at pre-programmed time intervals, their extreme and accidental values, along with the value of the real-time clock and other analogue or digital inputs/outputs of the user process.

There were also implemented through software, commands that allow defining a database, to display and edit its contents, to load it from the EEPROM memory into a personal computer as a text file.

Other commands perform memory data display, data substitution, loading a memory area with a value, moving the contents of a memory area, sending and receiving memory data blocks to/from a personal computer etc.

The program was written in machine code and it uses a program memory area of 3.7 KB. It stands out by the small amount of memory that it uses, compared to the features and functions offered.
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